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09:00-09:15. Welcome Room AEW/003.

09:15-10:45. Session I. Room AEW/003. Chair: P. Simmons
M. Tvede (Copenhagen): Production externalities: Internalization by voting. (Discussant E. del Mercato)
J.M. Bonnisseau and E. del Mercato (Paris I): Externalities, consumption constraints and regular economies. (Discussant Y. Balasko)

10:45-11:15. Coffee break

11:15-12:45. Session II Room AEW/003. Chair: J-M Bonnisseau
E. Randon (Bologna) Women and children first: out of equilibrium dynamics with an exogenous ranking scheme (Discussant: TBA )
Y. Vailakis (Exeter): Belief formation and the information revealed by endogenous borrowing constraints (Discussant: J. Wenzelburger)

12:45-13:45. lunch

13:45-16:00. Session III Room AEW/105. Chair: J. Morgan
G. Cozzi (Durham): Can social norms affect the international allocation of innovation? (Discussant: M. Tvede)
S. Borla (York): Conditional and Unconditional Multiple Equilibria with Strategic Complementarities (Discussant: J-M. Bonnisseau)
Y. Balasko (York): On the stability of nonsunspot equilibria (Discussant: P. Simmons)

16:00-16:15. Coffee break


18:00-19:00. Reception Café Barrista, Room ATB/058.

Contact and additional information: Mrs. Sarah Christmas, Tel: 01904-433776, Email: sjc516@york.ac.uk and Yves Balasko, Email: yb501@york.ac.uk